
Week 8: Baseball 1 
6/01/20 -> 6/05/20


What’s in this lesson? 
There are a variety of materials included here for the first week of our baseball themed 
group activity. Please feel free to try any or all of them, depending on what works best 
for your child and your family. You do not need to focus on all of these target areas! 
Please feel free to contact your child’s speech-language pathologist if you’re not sure 
which materials may be the most appropriate. Have fun!


Baseball symbols and baseball photograph symbols (see PDFs) 
Feel free to print and cut out or take a screen shot on your device/tablet/

computer to use. 

Baseball book reading video 
Follow along with this video of the book ‘Baseball’ to introduce the sport 

baseball and review some of the basic vocabulary/rules of the sport. Materials: video 
link and book (PDF). 

What is it? book reading and object exploration video 
Follow along with this video of the book ‘What is It? to review some baseball 

vocabulary and guess baseball items after reviewing their characteristics. Materials: 
video link and book (PDF). 

Baseball Boom Cards 
	 - Baseball Vocabulary Review: https://boom.cards/fastplay/ayprp

	 - Baseball Vocabulary Match: https://boom.cards/fastplay/jyox

	 - Answer What Questions about Baseball: https://boom.cards/fastplay/pnqcx


Baseball Bingo (see PDF) 
	 Complete the bingo card when reading a story about baseball or watching a 
video or re-run of a baseball game. If you don’t have a printer you can take a 
screenshot of the bingo board on your device/tablet/computer and markup the photo 
as you find the items.


What else can we try at home? 
- Play baseball/t-ball/wiffle ball outside with family

- Take Me Out to the Ball Game Song: https://www.youtube.com/watch?

v=1HEF8kuu7t0

- Baseball books


	 	 - Froggy Plays T-Ball: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WDMFValHg90

	 	 - The Berenstain Bears: We Love Baseball: https://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=Ig7Lt8cgH3A
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